


Advantages Compared to SCR/KGPS Heating Generator 

Constant output power, fast heating speed: 

SCR/KGPS power supply will adjust voltage to adjust power, 

while IGBT power supply will adjust frequency to adjust 

power. The power factor of IGBT power supply will never be 

a仔ected by the material volume in the heating coil , the power 

General Application Advantages Compared to Coal-Fired/Gas-Fired is outputted constantly all the time. Especially when heating 

the poor magnetic conductive material such as stainless 

• Easy to operate, feeding & discharging workpiece is quick and 

flexible 

• High automation degree. It can realize automatic & continues 

production . 

• Fast heating speed , low oxidation and decarbonization, high 

efficiency, high forging quality 

• Length , heating speed , temperature of workpieces can be 

accurately controlled. 

。 Heating evenly of the workpiece , Small temperature di仔erence

between core and surface , high control precision 

• Heating coil are meticulously manufactured as per customer' s 

request and actual working situation 

• Omnibearing energy saving design; compared to traditional 

heating methods like coal-fired , gas-fired ,resistance heating , etc. It 

is lower energy consumption , higher efficiency, lower total cost 

• Environment friendly, low pollution , reducing labour intensity of 

worker and improving working condition significantly 

steel , copper and aluminum, the advantage is much superior 

of fast heating speed. 

Power saving: 

As the inversion part IGBT is applied for half bridge inversion , 

the inversion voltage is about 750V, so the inversion current 

wi ll be less than 25% of KGPS power supply with the same 

power capacity. So the power consumption of IGBT power 

supply is less, 10%-15% power will be saved more than SCR 

power supply. 

No harmonic interference: 
Higher harmonic is mainly generated by burr voltage when 

rectifier adjusting the voltage . It will severely pollute the 

power grid , damage the other electric equipments working 

properly. While IGBT power supply apply 3 phase full-wave 

uncontrolled rectification , no phase sequence, no conduction 

angle and the DC voltage is always working at the max value. 

So it won't generate higher harmonic nor power system 

pollution. 

Reliable start-up ratio: 
since the series resonance inversion technology is applied to 

IGBT power supply, it is easy to start and 100% successful 

High power factor: 
The power factor of IGBT power supply is more than 0.95 

and less reactive loss 
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How exactly does induction heating work? It helps to 

have a basic understanding of the principles of electricity 

When an alternating electrical current is applied to the 

primary of a transformer, an alternating magnetic field is 

created . According to Faraday's Law, if the secondary of 

the transformer is located within the magnetic field , an 

electric current will be induced 

In a basic induction heating setup shown at right, a 

solid state RF power supply sends an AC current through 

an inductor (often a copper coil) , and the part to be heated 

(the workpiece) is placed inside the inductor. The inductor 

serves as the transformer primary and the part to be 

heated becomes a short circuit secondary. When a metal 

part is placed within the inductor and enters the magnetic 

field , circulating eddy currents are induced within the part. 

As shown in the second diagram, these eddy currents 

flow against the electrical resistivity of the metal , 

generating precise and localized heat without any direct 

contact between the part and the inductor. This heating 

occurs with both magnetic and non-magnetic parts, and is 

often referred to as the "joule e仔ect" ， referring to joule's 

first law - a scientific formula expressing the relationship 

between heat produced by electrical current passed 

through a conductor. 

Secondarily, additional heat is produced within 

magnetic parts through hysteresis 一 internal friction that is 

created when magnetic parts pass through the inductor. 

Magnetic materials naturally 0仔er electrical resistance to 

the rapidly changing magnetic fields within the inductor. 

This resistance produces internal friction which in turn 

produces heat. 

In the process of heating the material , there is 

therefore no contact between the inductor and the part, 

and neither are there any combustion gases. The material 

to be heated can be located in a setting isolated from the 

power supply; submerged in a liquid , covered by isolated 

substances, in gaseous atmospheres or even in a vacuum. 

Induction heating has the advantages of high heating 

speed , high producing effect, no(less) oxidation , no(less) 

decarburization of the heated workpieces. It can easily 

realize mechanization , automation , and flow-line 

production. It is also energy smart, no public harm, can 

improve the working environment significantly. As a result, 

it is widely used to industrial processes like metal melting , 

hot forging/forming , heat treating , braze welding , etc. 



How to select induction heating machine 

Item Definition Application Range Frequency Selection Power Selection 

Heat the whole heat distortion to The bigger the Thepowerselection 

Heat workpiece or partial Fastener, hardware 

tool , Auto Parts , 

tackles, pipes, etc 

diameter iS,the lower depends o n the 

penetration workpiece to certain 

temperature 

the frequency is workpiece diameter 

〉①~5.~m ， 1-19~~z.. and production rate 
φ16-40mm ， 15-25Khz 

Braze 
welding 

Heat 
treating 

Melting 

φ4-16mm ， 25-1 OOKhz 
〈φ4mm， 100-700Khz

Melting the brazing Silver/copper/tin braze T h e s m a 川 e r t h e The power depends on 

solder to joint two or weldingtodiamondsaw heating area is, the the workpiece heating 

more workpieces blade, hard alloy cutter, higher the frequency areaandheatingtime 

drills,pipes,electrodes is ; the bigger the 

heating area is, the 

lower the frequency is 

Heating the workpiece Heating treating to 

to certain temperature Shafts, plates, gears, 

and then cooling them hard alloys, stainless 

to reach different crystal steels, gearwheels 

phase,like hardening , 

tempering ,annealing , 

normalizing 

The thinner the heating The power depends on 

depth, the higher the the heating area and 

f requency is ; t he heatingdepth 

thicker the heating 

depth is, the lower the 

frequency is 

Heating the metals to Noble metals, none- The smaller the melting The power depends on 

melting point and keep ferrous metals, ferrous 

the temperature metals 

capacity is, the higher the melting time and 

the frequency; the metingcapacity 

bigger the melting 

capacity is, the lower 

the frequency is 
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High Frequency Induction Heating Machine 

Induction Braze Welding : 

Application Range : 

A. braze welding to carbide tool 

B. braze welding to diamond tool 

C. pipe joints welding 

D. metal crafts soldering 

E. customized welding solutions 
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Product Features 

A. compared to traditional welding method(gas welding) , it 

has the advantages of environmental protection , energy 

smart, easy operation , low labor density. 

B.compared to resistance welding , induction heating is 

higher efficiency,higher heating speed ,lower energy 

consumption 

C.good Welding repeatability,can use timer to guarantee the 

products' uniformity. 

D.covering less spare , portable and convenient to use 

Input voltage AC ~ 220V:t10% 50 ~ 60Hz AC~3x380V:t 10% 50~60Hz 

Oscillatory power 15KVA 20KVA 30KVA 60KVA 

Output frequency 50 ~ 120KHz 

Efficiency 运 95%

Duty cycle 100% 

cooling water 
0.1MPa 0.1MPa 0.15MPa 0.15MPa 

pressure 

Weight 19K9 20Kg 38Kg 51Kg 

Specification 420x180 x 350 420 x 180x 350 620 x 260 x 530 650x280x530 

. The above information is only for reference, it is customized according to customer' s actual working situation, please kind prevail 



Induction quenching/hardening : 

Application range: 

A.Gear, chain wheel quenching 

B.Shaft with big diameters quenching 

C.Metallic tools part or whole heating 

D.Machine tool guide ways surface quenching 

Machine features: 

A.Save 75%-85% energy than the high frequency electric valve 

B.Save 10%-30% energy than medium frequency SCR/KGPS 

No Million high volts, safe and stable 

Catheter Tippi fJg 一 Crystal gro~咆旦9 Atmospheric 8razing 巴rg1ng Ge哇呈r Firing 

8onding_一-- Heatlng Qot forming_一 Levitation MaterialTesting 
、，，，-- ‘--、{- -飞 r 一

一Staking Pin Sealing Plastic Reflow Cap Sealing Curing Coatings 
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Supersonic Frequency Induction Heating Machine 

产

Application range: 

A. Thermoforming of standard parts ,fasteners E. Gear, chain wheel quenching 

B. Hot forging of auto parts ,motorcycle and metallic tools F. Shaft with big diameters quenching 

C. Hot forging of gears billets G. Auto parts, motorcycle parts surface quenching 

D. Hot forming of tubes H. Machine tool guide ways surface quenching 

Machine features: 

A. Compare with the traditional heating ways,(oil , coal , gas),it with the advantage of environment friendly, 

energy saving , easy operation ,Iess manual power 

B. Save 10%-30% energy than medium frequency SCR/KGPS ,with no interference to the grid 

C. Save 50%-60% energy than the resistance furnace 

D. With the features of heating rapidly, heating evenly, with no oxidization layer and high quality 

E. With less than 2 CBM size ,cover small space , ensure customers have a good use of the space 

Input vo ltage AC - 3 x 380V:t 10% 50 - 60Hz 

Maximum input current 36A 60A 76A 100A 125A 

Rated power 25KW 40KW 50KW 65KW 80KW 

Output frequency 15-30KHz 

Eff ic iency 主95%

Duty cycle 100% 

Cooling water pressure 0.2-0.25MPa 0.2-0.25MPa 0.2-0.25MPa 0.2-0.25MPa 0.2-0.25MPa 

.The above information is only for reference, it is customized according to customer' 5 actual working situation, please kind prevail 



Heating machine model choice 

Nut production : Calculated by the standard of 25 pieces/min 10000 C 

Diameter Heating length 

。16 40mm 
φ18-20 40mm 
φ22 -24 40-50mm 

。27-30 40-50mm 
φ32-35 50mm 

Input vo ltage AC - 3 x 380V:t 10% 50 - 60Hz 

Maximum input current 152A 200A 250A 310A 400A 

Rated power 100KW 120KW 160KW 200KW 260KW 

Output frequency 15-30KHz 

Effici ency 主95%

Duty cyc le 100% 

Cooling water pressure 0.2-0.25MPa 0.2-0.25MPa 0.2-0.25MPa 0.25-0.3MPa 0.25-0.3MPa 

. The above information is only for reference, it is customized according to customer' 5 actual working situation, please kind prevail 
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Rated power 

Output frequency 

Efficiency 
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Medium Frequency Induction Heating Machine 

• 

120A 182A 245A 

80KW 120KW 160KW 

1.7ton 2.6ton 3.5ton 

Application range : 

A .Thermoforming of standard parts, fasteners φ 2!: 35 

B. Hot forging of auto parts , motorcycle and meta川 ic tools 

C . Hot forging of gears billets 

o .Hot forming of tubes 

。

AC- 3x380V:t l0% 50 - 60Hz 

305A 400A 455A 

200KW 260KW 300KW 

O.5 - 10KHz 

主95%

4.3ton 5.5ton 6.5ton 

530A 610A 760A 

350KW 400KW 500KW 

7.6ton 8.7ton llton 

.The above information is only for reference, it is customized according to customer' s actua l working situation, please kind prevail 
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Machine features: 

A.Adopt IGBT frequency conversion , high conversion efficiency 

B. Save 10%-30% energy than medium frequency SCR/KGPS 

C.1 00% start up rate , power factor always over 95% 

O. With complete protection system, high rel iability 

E. 00 not use SCR for copping , with no interference for grid 
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Medium Frequency Induction Melting Furnace 

Meting furnace specally 

for die casting aluminum 

Generator AC- 3x380V:t10% 50-60Hz 

Maxium input current 106A 182A 243A 305A 

Rated power 70Kw 120Kw 160Kw 200Kw 

Output frequency O.5-10KHz 

Maximum crucib le capacity 100Kg 200Kg 260Kg 350Kg 

Crucible 300# 600# 800# 1000# 

Duty cycle 100% 

Maximum melting rate 200Kg/H 370Kg/H 500Kg/ H 620Kg/H 

Energy consumption/(KWH/T) 320 320 310 310 

. The above information is only for reference, il is cuslomized according 10 cuslomer' 5 aclual working silualion, please kind prevail 

Application range: 

A.Non-ferrous metal melting 

B .Aluminum die casting 

C .Zinc alloy die casting 

D.Precious metal melting 

Machine features: 

A. small size, high heat efficiency, heat rapidly, heat evenly 

B. low energy consumption , liquid chemical component is even , low rate 

of air hole in the casting 

C . Compare with the traditional heating method , it with the features of 

environment friendly , easy operation and less manual power request. 
D. Save 10%-30% energy than medium frequency SCR/KGPS 

Aluminum melting for diecasting reality photos Gold mleti ng reality photos 



Tilting Furnace for 15kg 20kg 25kg gold melting 

Voltage 220V 

Power 2.5KW 5KW 

Crucible Material 

Crucible Volume 160cm3 350cm 3 

Precious Metal Melting Furnace 

4 - 12kg gold/silver melting machine 

8KW 

3x220V 

3x400V 

10KW 

Pure Graphite 

550cm 3 850cm 3 

12KW 

1l00cm 3 

2kgAu 750%。4kgAu 750%。6kg Au 750%。 9kgAu 750%。 12 kg Au 750%。l
Melting Capacity 1.3kg Au 925 %0 2.6kg Au 925%0 4kg Au 925%0 7kg Au 925 %0 8kg Au 925 %。

1.2kg Cu 2.4kg Cu 3.6kg Cu 6kg Cu 7kg Cu 

. The above information is only for reference, it is customized according to customer' s actual working situation, please kind prevail 
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Air-cooling Induction Heating Machine 

Injection molding machine, Granulator, material barrel heating generator 

1. Good energy-saving effect, low heat dissipating , high heat efficiency. 

Compare with the electrical resistance, save more than 30% energy, the most can 

reach 75%. 

2. Warming quickly, low heat dissipating , good environmental effect, 

significantly low down the environment temperature. 

3. Long time use life . Induction heating system adopt the special heating coils 

and the semiconductor, the temperature on the continuously working coils is only 

1 OO'C , the average no failure period can reach more than 3 years, which saved the 

@ Heating power supply for air cost. 
cooling barrel 

Replaceable Kevlar Sleeve 

Each Flexible Induction Blanket is supplied with a replaceable Kevlar sleeve for added protection against 
abrasion , cuts and tears . Straightforward installation with hook-and-Ioop Velcro allows for trouble-free field 
replacement. 

Air-Cooled- 1 00% Duty Cycle: Rated for continuous operation at 400 'C , all Flexible Induction Blankets feature 
air-cooling . By eliminating the need for water-cooling as used in conventional induction coils , the Flexible 
Induction Blanket provides greater flexibility and reduced installation costs . 

Twistlock Connectors: Electrical connection to output extension cables is made through the use of durable 
twistlock connectors . Molded to the ends of wires extending from the blanket, these connectors assure that 
connection is maintained during handling and operation of the induction system. A plastic shell seals the connection 
from dirt, debris and moisture 

High Operating Efficiency: With an operating efficiency greater than 95% , the Flexible Induction Blankets provide 
efficient preheat performance for thin or heavy wall part application 



Quenching machine 

Adopt PLC control ,driving ,liquid injection cooling 

system ,used for continuous or partial quenching , 

annealing , and normalizing of the shaft , gears and plates. 

With the advantages of both with manual and 

automatic setting ,easy operation ,even quenching 

thickness,high efficiency,easy maintenance,which fully 

meet the requirements for technology. 

@PLC Vertical Hardening Machine Tool 

Cooling system for equipments 

Applications: 

• Induction heating equipment, and diathermy device. 
• High / medium frequency power supply, and IG8T quenching equipment. 
• Die casting machine, and injection molding machine. 
• Rectifier, and resistant welding machine. 
• Single crystal furnace, continuous crystallizer, and glass melting furnace. 
• Food, chemical , air compressor, and central air conditioning . 

Special customized equipment 

-
@ wire continues heating machine ( induction sealing machine 
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Railway river heating machine 

<!) Heating machine for rivet 
<!) Rivet 

Compare with coal , it has the feature of time saving , environment friendly ,the heating tools without 

oxidization layer ,surface smooth and with high quality. 

Compare with medium frequency SCR furnace and electric resistance furnace, Save energy 10%-

50%, size 1/4 smaller, weight 1/4 Iighter. 

Matched cooling system and the lifting device , Easy for installation. 

Special Application 

n 
• Customizable 2 meters soft inductor 0Customizable special inductor 

Global Application: 

Customizable voltage 220V* 1 phase, 220V*3 phases input voltage (suitable for Taiwan area, Japan 

and so on), 415V*3 phases, 440V*3 phases input voltage (suitable for Malaysia , Thailand and so on) 

Special requirements : 

Can customize special heating coils that match the special work pieces (Such as the soft connector 

heating coils) 

Special connector: design various external control and display connector according to the matched 

factories 

Special outer shape: Design various outer shapes according to the matched factories 

Automatic temperature control : install infrared temperatu re control system, realize automatic 

temperature control. 

Special machine model: Design special machine model according to customer's requirements , 

satisfy customer's special usage. 
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